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Ex vivo fluorescence confocal microscopy in the assessment of urothelial carcinoma grading in bladder and ureter: Our preliminary experience
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Stepwise transfer learning in convolutional neural networks for the cystoscopic diagnosis of bladder cancer using gastroscopic images
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IDENTIFY: The Investigation and DEtection of urological Neoplasia in paTients reFerred with suspected urinarY tract cancer: A multicentre analysis
Aims and objectives of this presentation

Clinical study on circulating tumor cells for diagnosis and prognosis of patients with bladder cancer
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The pathological and clinical response of molecular subtype of muscle-invasive bladder cancer to neoadjuvant chemotherapy
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Predictive value and potentials for co-targeted therapy of STAT1 signaling in gemcitabine/cisplatin resistant bladder cancer
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The impact of hormones and reproductive factors on the risk of bladder cancer in women: Results from nurses’ health study and nurses’ health study II
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Survival differences between men and women with bladder cancer depend strongly on time since diagnosis
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The pathological diagnostic convenience and accuracy of en-bloc TUR specimen: Analysis of 10 pathologists
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Multimodal fiber optic spectroscopy can succesfully and rapidly discriminate between high and low grade urothelial cancer and provide valid tumor stage
Aims and objectives of this presentation

178 Prediction of muscle invasive bladder cancer using the Vesical Imaging-Reporting and Data System and apparent diffusion coefficient values (VI-RADS/ADC)
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180 Assessing the proposed confocal laser endomicroscopy criteria for grading of upper tract urothelial carcinoma
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181 A randomized controlled trial of a modified cystoscopy technique to decrease patient's pain and anxiety
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182 Development and external validation of the haematuria cancer risk score to identify patient at risk of harbouring cancer
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